
         _______________________'s Goal Progress Analysis

        My Goal:_________________________________________________________________

         ________________________________________________________________________

        Write specifically what is happening now towards achieving your goal under  
        Opportunity and the Benefits and Obstacles for each where appropriate. 

    Opportunity/Option                    Benefit/Obstacle 

                                        
                       

 

         Has the goal been accomplished   Yes    No     In Progress 

       Explain why or why not? 

         ______________________________________________________________________ 

         ______________________________________________________________________

         Does the goal need to be revised?   Yes    No        If yes, revise with Goal Planning 

         Worksheet 
         If a new goal is needed, begin the process with the C.R.O.S.S.ROADS Goal Setting 
         Worksheet. 
          ___________________________________________      _________________ 
                        Accountability Partner Signature   Date      

        

I introduced the lexicon with the CURIOSITY 
Literature  Fable 2 lesson 

I made space for my Word Wall and decided to color 
code the paper for the part of speech of each word.  
For those that can be more than one we added small 
color squares.  They are doing the same with markers 
in their lexicon notebooks..   

I shared the Alphabet Math Game with Mr. Thomas 
from the G.E. Vocabulary Strategies .

There is enough there for me to take a week to go 
through the whole lesson so it’s easier to fit in and I 
think the daily use reinforces the learning as well as 
the life principle.  
I really like the vocabulary words with dictionary links 
to reinforce dictionary skills. 
The kids are amazing me with their critical thinking 
questions using Six Question Learning Strategies 
The students have really gotten into the word study 
and creating their own lexicons.   They asked if they 
could add words of their own.  Yahoo! 

He really liked being able to combine math with 
vocabulary.  

                           Ms Tucker    

     I want to integrate vocabulary building into the curriculum and have students create visual  

       reference tools and apply the new words in discussion and student-created products. 

 This will be an ongoing goal and I’ll be evaluating and revising my plan throughout the year as I 

  learn what works and fits into my lesson plans.   Progress will be monitored at regular intervals.
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